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Abstract
Basically a jointly shared goal of the banking system is to serve the humanity for their needs that leads towards
their betterment of the persons individually, a family, vicinity, society and the economy of the countries as a
whole. It is mutually consensus by the think tanks globally that the past experiences now paved the way to
redesign the policies for economic development as this proved from the researches about Natural and Social
Sciences. Currently banks are designing number of services to boost up the wellbeing of the populations in which
they are operating. All these services/products are essentials to everyone’s routine life without any discrimination
at all. Hence the banking industry are repeatedly trying to introduce distinct services/products in different ways to
the earlier or existing ones for the future according to the requirement of their customers/societies needs that
fulfills and satisfies them. However, due to the proliferation of various types of banks a common man who is
believer of any revealed religion including Islam, Christianity and Judaism or any other is very much in a state of
confusion. On one hand is the very cherishing dream of development while on the other hand is faith. So these
developments lead to the question among the peoples over two kinds of banks (Islamic and Conventional). I want
to discuss that what are the similarities and differences between these if there are, and how big are these?

Keywords: inevitable, pivotal, sufficed, steeply proliferated, and bluntly refused.
1. Introduction
We all agreed that banking is inevitable for the all-economic systems (Eastern, Western, Old fashioned and
Modern). It is most valuable medium for mobilizing funds globally without any discrimination for all that
accumulated by the banks as a trustee of the general public. From the last many decades banks proved themselves
& playing pivotal role for the development of all economies & societies without any discrimination of the clans,
castes, colors, religions, ethnicities etc. banks are instrumental that facilitate economic development in countries
due to their essential role in every economy. Experiences and development of knowledge of the past will lead to
make or more strengthens the current practices and allows changes or modifications in the present operations to
drive as smooth as we can almost in all walks of life.
1.1 Background
Development of every economies stability and growth is very much related to its financial sectors. This is vital for
all the stakeholders like public, government authorities, businesses etc. In this changing world, every business
including banking sector providing thousands of services to their customers that may design according to their
needs and wants. Further these differences may be arises by knowing geographical, demographical, social,
religious and ethical values. According to the different believes (religiously) banking business are also trying to
change themselves hence banking divides into two sectors Islamic and conventional, new version of banking
system emerges. Presently Islamic banking system is trying to remake their services in the light of their faith upon
sharia (Islamic Laws). Upon this new version of banking business there are number of critics argues about their
existence, performance, riskiness etc. especially after the last resentment of financial crunch in the wake of
2000,s.
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1.2 Aim of the study
The performances of Islamic and conventional banking system in different era have been adjudged previously by
using various tools by number of scholars, researchers through this stuff everyone can analyze the outcome of
both the banking systems. Everyone discussed previously about these two banking Systems (Islamic &
conventional) in the context of their stability, capital adequacy, productivity, market share, liquidity, growth,
efficiency, profitability, solvency etc.
However, through this paper I want to disseminate that: Are there any pros and cons in any one (Islamic &
conventional) banking system? Or both the systems are sufficed for the productivity, stability of every society
because of their mature and significant link with each other.
1.3 Research methodology
Due to vast personal practical working experience in the banking industry, through this paper I would like to
discuss these two banking streams (Islamic and conventional) descriptively and analytically by getting
information from the previous researches, published work, journals, etc.

2. Framework of the banking functions
This section distinguishes the framework of the banking functions generally and for a layman, like:
How do they operate? What is the concept of Islamic / conventional banking system?
2.1 How do they operate?
The banking system flourished day by day throughout the world because for every development, you need
resources in the form of land, labor, raw material and the most important factor the funds for deploying these
altogether for the development. The banks are proved themselves the biggest source of arranging funds to utilize
for the development as a whole. First of all for a layman we have to distinguish this question that: Are the banks
owned these funds? Moneys in the form of cash can merely transfer by delivery from one to another; means that
moneys don’t have any title, so keeping moneys with their own for the public is very cumbersome hence to
overcome this, the decades ago think tanks designed this framework say banking institutions who kept the safe
deposits of the public that are payable on demands at once. So, the answer is that the funds with the banks are the
property of their depositors who deposited these funds in the banks for their safe custody that are payable on
demand at once. Now this is very much clear that the banks are carrying deposits of the public as a Bailee or
Trustee.
2.2 Concept of Islamic & conventional banking system
2.2.1 Concept of Islamic banking.
Islamic Financial System or Islamic banking system is based upon the Islamic values and basic Islamic principles
that are given by the “QURAN“(The last Holy Book for the Human Beings by the ALLAH SUBHANA HU
TAALA) and the “SUNNAH” (The practical life of the last prophet MUHAMMAD S.A.W.W PEACE BE
UPON HIM).The Islamic Financial System according to the Sharia ruled out the Riba or Usury or interest that
basically means the lending at an exorbitant interest or an exorbitant amount or rate of interest, especially in
excess of the legal or nominal rate. The main essence of the Islamic system is based upon cooperation & support
of the needy with goodness & piety instead of to exploiting their weaknesses by lending moneys and merely
charging interests.
According to the jurists of Islam for the financial businesses it only be possible when the financial institutions or
banking will be governed by ethical means or ethical lending procedures derived by the Islamic Sharia instead of
fixed rate of interests bearing transactions not all but those that are exorbitantly above the normal means and with
or without any consideration. The principles of Islamic banking or economic system mitigated extreme
communism and capitalism which allows freedom to the individuals / businesses and the society as whole &
defines moral norms to create & produce wealth under the divine guidance not the human rulers. This requires fair
intentions, sincerity that results peace & prosperity for a good and lasting society. This also not supported
competition by all or negative means but only to cooperate and help to the needy.
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Hence it ensures profit and loss sharing mechanism in lending for all financial commitments as per Sharia which
means to share the amount of gains or losses in return of all or any kind of investments which will not overburden
the borrowers or to the weak participants in all businesses and financial activities. In the Islamic approach the
human beings are the trustees over the resources provided by the (ALLAH SUBHANA HU TAALA) and
accountable to (ALLAH SUBHANA HU TAALA) for its uses and deployment. Therefore this should be used by
ethically, spiritually and morally acceptable to the public or the society and to serve for the development as whole
without exploiting the weaknesses of the participants.
It is practically proved that happiness and satisfaction for all walks of life will come with their collective
interactions transparency, faith and fairness hand in hand.
2.2.2 Concept of conventional banking.
Mostly well-known economists maintain that “banking was Italian by birth”. As the technical word bank is
originated from the Italian word banco which translated a table or a bench in which Italian money changers used
to display their moneys and records and conduct their transactions. It may be assumed that in the beginning these
types of institutions (banks) may charge for their services by keeping deposits of the public in safe custody but
later on it was understood to the then Economists / Law makers that lying idle of the moneys won’t be benefitted
at all to any one (depositors / bankers).
Hence the banking evolved gradually, because by pooling these funds under the predetermined Rules &
Regulations especially after maintaining liquidity (as we have clarified above that the funds with the banks are the
public property and payable on demand at once) banks started lending to the borrowers at specified
predetermined rate of interest which is to be received from the borrowers and also started paying interests to the
depositors who have contributed to finance the borrowers which in turns benefitted economically to the society as
a whole. The amounts of interests charged by the banks upon the borrowers are slightly higher than the amount of
interests paid to the depositors and the spread between these is the banks Income. Hence it is established that the
banks works as an intermediary between the depositors & the borrowers and we can say that they are doing
businesses by pooling the moneys deposited by the depositors & sells this huge pooled amount after maintaining
liquidity for the depositors on buy back arrangement at slightly higher rates. This is the basic function of the
conventional banks.

3. Literature Review
Observations and evidences declared that number of conventional banking products can be revisited according to
the Islamic values called Sharia. There are very fewer differences between both the banking systems (Islamic &
conventional). By comparing both the systems some distinctions in assets quality, efficiency and stability revealed
for example, the conventional banks are less cost effective than Islamic banks but the conventional banks working
in the countries where market share of Islamic banks are higher may more cost effective but less stable. In the
countries where share of Islamic banks are higher, proved higher capitalization hence due to their higher liquidity
reserves that results comparatively better outcome of Islamic banks during the recent recession (Thorsten Beck,
Asli Demirgüç-Kunt, Ouarda Merrouche, 2010).The efficiency only varies between Islamic and conventional
banks significantly country to country (Abdull-Majid, 2010).
After using technique of Data Envelopment Analysis from 1997 to 2000 the difference between efficiency and
inefficiency of conventional banks and Islamic banks is very nominal Islamic banks also suffered during the
crises however after this displeasure Islamic banks showed better performance (Yudistira, 2004). Mostly the
Islamic banking system argued that the operational functions of Islamic banks are as of conventional banks but
their approach is literally different (Chapra, 2000; Warde, 2000; Henry and Wilson, 2004; Iqbal and Molyneux,
2005; Iqbal and Mirakhor, 2007). The theme of the Islamic banking that distinguishes it by characteristics from
its rivals is balanced and developed societies according to the Islamic ethical means as envisioned by the Islamic
economics (Mirakhor, 2000; Warde, 2000). Prohibitions of all unethical means for example interests, gambling,
speculations in any trades transactions that evolve a ground to overcome risks by protecting the benefits and
interests of all stake holders and develop / promote society better (Chapra, 2000). Islamic banking system
basically is developed on to the concept of support, cooperation with each other and stands for a theme wherein
sharing the risks between investors or provider of funds to the entrepreneur or borrowers promotes social
development (Iqbal and Molyneux, 2005).
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Since the mid of 1970s in the U.K socially responsible firms expands their businesses for ethical investment and
the field of corporate social responsibility develops rapidly and not remain limited into the financial sector
(O'Brien, 2001; Snider et al., 2003).
By knowing the impact of the above concept according to the EIRIS (Ethical Investment Research Services) there
are more or less 50 funds exists for the ethical investments because their selection criteria for investment covers
all social and ethical means (EIRIS, 2003). The value of these funds enumerated by the Social Investment Forum
in 2003 11.3 % of total assets (representing approximately 2.16 trillion US $) invested using philosophy of social
responsibility under the professional management in the USA (Benson et al., 2006). This growth indicates that the
ethical investment industry captures attention of the companies in dealing ethical norms.
Due to adaptation of this trend the companies realizes that they are getting attention by being socially and
ethically responsible (Porter and Kramer, 2002; Snider et al., 2003). It is proven by number of researches that
delivering any kind of services with the commitment and believe of social responsibility by ethical means paved
the ways towards better profitability, performance, competitiveness and risk management (Waddock and Graves,
1997; O'Brien, 2001; Porter and Kramer, 2002; Brinkman, 2003; Johnson, 2003; Snider et al., 2003).
There are number of reasons in selecting any kind of banking services from the customer’s point of view as
studied by the number of researchers time and again in their researches. Due to these researches it transpires that
the most probably selection of banking activities by the customers are that what products they offered, quality of
their services, efficiency, reputation, cost and benefits, confidentiality, location (convenience / parking space)
personnel empathy and most important which is being considered religiously (Erol and El‐Bdour, 1989; Omer,
1992; Gerrard and Cunningham, 1997; Metawa and Almossawi, 1998; Naser et al., 1999; Ahmad and Haron,
2002). The banking system in Kuwait is that the Islamic banks are not showing steadily earnings as compared to
their counterparts and they (Islamic banks) requires appropriate tools for analyzing their performance as only few
financial tools are not adaptable. Further they added that they are not pursuing researches properly on financial
analysis about Islamic banks hence lack of integration (Alani, Yaacob and Hamdan 2013). The satisfaction of the
customers of both banking stream prevailed upon the facilities they offered but the customers of conventional
banks exhibits their satisfaction more as compared to the Islamic banks (Liaqat Ali, Azmat Ali, Hamza khawaja
2013).

4. Roles Of Banking Sector In Different Societies:
This section presents the roles of banking sector in the societies like developed countries and less developed or
developing countries. This is a general perception that banks are providing services alike in every society
especially in the context of charging fixed rate or high rate of interests which is the most debatable element in
both banking systems (Islamic and conventional) but, this is not true. I would like to disseminate the perception
that this is not as much as this seems by proving empirically however, it does not means that banks are providing
services discriminatively in the different societies. There are very solid reasons for doing that.
Whenever you intended to start any kind of work behind this you have a goal to achieve definitely positive but
you must have to take into account that there are certain type of risks also. These risks are related to various
factors and differ from societies to societies and countries to countries. Especially in those societies (welfare
societies) wherein the sovereign authorities are assumed themselves as public servant not the rulers of the peoples
and make decisions only for the welfare of the societies and accountable to the societies and spiritually to their
creator (general thought given by all religions including Islam). In the well-developed societies / countries the
risks related to any kind of work comparatively lesser than the less developed and developing countries because
of the following factors:
1) Political stability.
2) Economic Stability.
3) Controlled law and order situation (nothing is beyond the law).
4) Good / Strengthened infrastructure.
5) Equal rights for all (without any discrimination).
6) Welfare states (community based services).
7) Ethical norms / values for all (religiously).
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As we are discussing here the banking sector so, due to all above given factors the lending banks providing
financial services or bridging the gap of funding requirements for the individuals / businesses in the developed
societies have an edge above because of the expectation of low rate of default risks. For these solid reasons they
charge very nominal rate of interests against their investments because they assumes that their invested funds
won’t be stuck-up or you can say that very limited chance to stuck-up. Therefore the borrowers are very
aggressively induced to get the finance for enhancing their businesses and happily agree to pay this nominal rate
of interests in return it ultimately create employment opportunities, fulfill the demand of the society. Due to these
advantageous conditions the banks have to face never ever or very limited liquidity problem or liquidity crunch as
they (banks) can easily repels this by matching the maturities of their Assets and Liabilities (assuming no default
or nominal default only due to unavoidable conditions).
Changes in the market interest rates may affect these but due to mostly matching of the maturities of their Assets
and Liabilities portfolio this also may less affected or effect only for a limited time period. On the other hand like
any kind of work the risks of banking services in less developed and developing countries are much higher than
the developed societies because of the following factors (more or less adverse as developed societies / countries
as given above).
1) Bad or not very good / Un-Strengthened infrastructure.
2) Political instability.
3) High rate of unemployment.
4) Un-Controlled law and order situation (influence of various sources beyond the law).
5) Un-Equal rights (various sources leads discrimination).
6) Religiously sensitive.
Therefore considering all above given factors the banks working or involves in lending practices providing
financial services or bridging the gap of funding requirements in the trades to the less developed or developing
societies may expect high rate of default risk. Nevertheless, because of their first and foremost function is trustee
of the depositors / investors funds and have to pay on demand at once. Hence, due to the higher expected rate of
default in repayments of these investments, this is inevitable to them (banks) to charge slightly higher rate of
return, interests, profits whatever the name suggested for making provisions to the depositors / investors funds
who shares these investments through the banks and payable on demand at once. The effects of these situations
are that only those borrowers will take interests in the funds or take financing from the banks who are more risk
takers and because of the banks charging high rates of Interests, they (borrowers) induce to work / invests in more
risky trades for getting higher return / speculations (which is strictly forbidden in Islam).
These dis-advantageous situations the banks may have to face liquidity problem or liquidity crunch (but must
have to maintain liquidity according to the requirement of the local Regulators) so they (banks) cannot easily
repel this by only matching the maturities of their Assets and Liabilities (assuming high default / risks
expectations). Changes in the market interest rates may also affect these due to mismatching of the maturities of
their assets and liabilities portfolio because of the time and again defaults of repayments in their overall average
investments. In addition to all these various sources beyond the law who leads discriminations (as mentioned in
the factors above) will influence to the banks or may tend to rescheduled / restructured the terms and conditions
of the funds time and again (with or without any solid reasoning), or may force bank authorities to prepare and
present a policy for writing off / waived the invested funds. This may tends to fix the interests rates higher as
compare to the developed societies.
Some critics must argue that so why the liquidity crunch aroused in the recent past if only these factors could
supports the systems? In this respect, I would like to state that the banking Industry must have to diversify their
investments in all the sectors of the societies instead of one or few as they did e.g. the industry invested most of
their funds in the mortgaged sector. The banking Industry experienced the crises in the wake of 2000,s but it has
been debated that the causes or reasons of these crises are bad scrutinizing and non-diversification (sector wise) of
the credit approach at the peak of the financial business cycle. It disclosed that in the wake of the peak business
era in which the amount of feasible applications are greater, the competition between the banking industry
intensifies followed by decreasing return (minimizing cost of funds, minimizing cost of deposits, cheaper credit in
the interbank market, minimizing discount rate). Hence scrutinizing standards deteriorated tends to pile up the bad
loans and caused crises / excessive risks for the banking sector (Mukminov, Rinat, 2015)
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However, after combat with that great recession in the wake of 2000,s banking industry have now taken concrete
efforts about diversification of their investments of funds in more or less all the segments of the societies that will
fence against the latter resentments. According to the European Institute of Public Administration (EIOPA 2008)
that: the satiable needs are essential for the organizations and the markets including banks but it differs from
products to products, societies to societies and persons to persons.
As we are discussing here the banking sectors hence merits and demerits of interest based and PLS (profit & loss
sharing) based banking attributes the dominance throughout the world at large to the problem of existence of the
"Moral Hazards” and charging of Interests, Profits whatever the name suggested can be reduced up to a normal
or minimal level when every society eliminate these hazards and promotes ethical values for all.

5. Product Analysis of Islamic and Conventional Banks
The distinction and similarities between Islamic and conventional banking system, especially basic product to
product:
The basic responsibility of both the systems is that to finance the deposits of the investors to the borrowers after
scrutinizing or preparing the feasibility of the trades and businesses in which the borrowers are interested.
However, because both the banking systems are playing a role as custodian of the public funds and committed to
pay on demand hence should be careful while lending. For example, they must ensure the following:
The businesses are required for the society.
The businesses won’t be harmful for any one.
The proposed businesses have capability to flourish in the market.
The management of the businesses have skills to run or if they are new in these businesses, they have enough
potential / capabilities to overcome the hurdles if occurs.
The businesses that are suggested will help / support to the needy for the development of their own and that will
ultimately beneficial for the society and without harming dignity of every one.
5.1 Musharkah v/s Conventional product
Musharkah
In this product the banks and investors makes partnerships to participate in businesses with the entrepreneurs (that
are already in trades / businesses and have already invested capital at their own) for stimulating the activity
against the agreed period of time and on an agreed rate of profit. This is like Joint Venture. Rate of profits &
periods may change in trades to trade and businesses to businesses. Losses bear proportionately as agreed.
Conventional Product
As the conventional banks are the oldest one, hence they have numerous products wherein the basic requirement
of lending is the contribution of the funds from the borrowers or the ratio of the investment that should have to be
invested by the borrowers at their own. The logic behind this is that the entrepreneurs must take interest diligently
into the businesses for making these investments fruitful. The period and rate of interest is agreed in advance. In
the conventional banking this is the duty of the banks to monitor the performances of the businesses and if found
that this will not work appropriately may recall the finance before maturity of the periods.
5.2 Mudarbah v/s Conventional product
Mudarbah
These are another type of partnerships in which one injects the capital and the others provide labor or services
means banks invest capital & the borrowers or entrepreneurs who have potential or knowledge about the
particular businesses will provide labor or services to handle. In this situation the time period & the rate of profits
have to be decided in advance. However, if losses occur the banks may lose the whole of the capital or a part
thereof but the borrowers only lose their labor and services.
Conventional Product
In the conventional system there are number of products in which the banks after going through all the prerequisites (as illustrated above before lending) lend the public funds for the agreed period & on agreed rate of
interest. In this case again this is the banks duty to look after the functions of the businesses and if found that the
outcome won’t seems as expected may recall the funds before expiry of the terms.
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5.3 Murabaha v/s Letter of credit
Murabaha
This is an arrangement of partnerships wherein the customers contact with the banks requesting to buy certain
items or commodities for them from some particular suppliers according to the pre-determined terms and
conditions. After completing the procedures (means receiving the items / commodities according to the preset
conditions) the customers will gets these items or commodities from the banks by paying the amount of the items
/ commodities in full along with certain profit that is fixed previously. The items or commodities may be from the
local suppliers / manufacturers or international suppliers or manufacturers. These types of arrangements are
required when the suppliers of the items / commodities needed assurance of payments, hence the customer’s
request to their banks for making partnership. These are very risky partnerships as if any complication arise the
banks are at greater risk as they funded the entire amount and the profits are justified whereas the customer lost
their reputation & face legal implications.
Letter of credit
In the conventional systems this type of arrangements called Letters of Credit, wherein the customer request to
their banks to pay to the suppliers after fulfillment of all the pre-requisites conditions as documented earlier
between the customers and the suppliers on their behalf. After getting the green signal from the banks and the
customers, the suppliers board the items / commodities and the banks made the payments to their (suppliers)
banks. The customers then have to pay the amount of the commodities in full along with the profit to the banks as
fixed earlier and get the goods. These arrangements are on the suppliers demand ensuring the payments of the
commodities. As for as the Islamic systems these arrangements are very risky as the whole amount is funded by
the banks and if any future discrepancy will arises the banks are at stakes whereas the customers damaged their
reputation and face the litigation.
5.4 Ijarah al bai (lease, rent) Ijarah wal iqtina v/s Leasing
Ijarah Al Bai (Lease, Rent) Ijarah Wal Iqtina
These types of partnerships are in the products wherein the physical possession of the items / commodities rests
with partners or the customers. In these arrangements on the request of the partners / customers, banks buys the
assets & gives possessions of the same to the partners / customers against the payments of some fixed amount of
rent up to a certain period of time. During this period the ownership of the items are with the banks whereas the
partners are enjoying full usage against payment of rent. At the maturity of the periods the ownership may be
transferred to the partners / customers on the predetermined rate of profit. Throughout the periods the risks are
rests with the banks as they invested the full amount. If any mis-commitments occur the banks will be at stakes
whereas the partners / customers are paying rent for their usages. These partnerships / arrangements are
commonly related in the Auto loans, Mortgaged loans (Housing Finance), equipment’s etc.
Leasing Arrangements
In the conventional banking scenario, these arrangements are like same as in the Islamic banking. The ownership
of the assets will rests with the banks till the end of the fixed periods but the customers only use these assets by
paying the fixed rental value. At the maturity of the periods the ownership may be transferred to the lessee
(customers) on the fixed stipulated amount. During the maturity of the contract the bankers are at the high risk
due to the whole funds invested by them & the partners / customers are enjoying its features by paying only rents.
5.5 Sukuk (debt/lease/wakalah) v/s Bonds
Sukuk (Debt/Lease/Wakalah):
These instruments are issued by the banks in the shape of bonds by creating debts but especially are backed by
those assets purchased from the proceeds of the issues. In the Islamic banking systems their returns are not fixed.
Maturities of these bonds are very limited or medium in terms. These are competitive in pricing and have an edge
due to their lesser risk structure.
Bonds:
In the conventional banking sector, these are a particular type of debt instruments, issued by the commercial
banks and some big Firms / Corporations for meeting their funding requirements. Coupons of interests are
attached with them at predetermined rate of interest up to a certain maturity. At the maturity the holders enables to
get the face value along with the last coupon payment.
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5.6 Takaful (Islamic insurance) v/s Insurance
Takaful (Islamic Insurance):
These are the arrangements wherein the basic theme to share or reduce the implications of misfortunes or the risks
which may arises without any intimation or unexpectedly. According to the Muslims tenets Takaful Policies are
providing support to the persons in the wake of sudden or unexpected events. Takaful insurance may supports
each individual by consolidated the risk of many peoples by the Law. Therein a certain amount called premiums
are to be paid by the investors up to a predetermined period & if during this period these particular events occurs
the company have to pay the amount agreed to the Takaful policy holders or their heirs after fulfillment of certain
conditions and the payments of further premiums terminated in the concept of supports. If these unexpected
events won’t occur the companies have to pay some additional amount in appreciation because of the hands /
participations provided by the investors to whom who affected these misfortunes.
Insurances:
In the existing system (conventional), these arrangements are in a form of investment wherein the banks or
insurance companies pooled the funds invested with them by the public or investors with certain conditions about
the unforeseen or unexpected future happenings. The most common insurance is life insurance in which the
investors are invested a sum of a particular amount for the certain periods (as in the Takaful) and if these
particular events occur the policy holders or their heirs have the right to get the compensation as agreed in
advance. Further premiums will ceased. If these events won’t occur during the validity of the periods then the
companies have to pay a sum accumulated by paying the premiums along with the certain profit as agreed.
It is revealed that almost all basic products have similarities but because Islamic banking system by changing the
relationship concept between investors, lenders and borrowers into the investors, partners and entrepreneurs has
improved customers satisfaction.
Annotation of my work
Since decades various researchers doing researches upon various subjects but here I want to disseminate
especially the researches about the human behavior for example, psychological inducement, sociological
behavior, status consciousness, family background, religious affection, education that motivates the humans for
making their decisions in order of the preferences. The objective behind discussing here some of the researches
because these are authenticating my point of view about the requirement of both the banking system (Islamic and
conventional) as patronizing to choose the systems relates upon the attitude / behaviors according to their
understandings, absorptions which comes out as a result of their (humans) capability. Due to these researches
more or less every bank has now open their Islamic operations windows and providing services according to the
requirement of society.
In the recent past, December 2014 the World Bank published a report with the title “Mind, Society and Behavior”
about the development of the World in 2015, that provided an insight about the humans thinking and how do they
make decisions. The outcome of the research declared that the policies have to be redesigned for economic
development. Traditionally the development of policies were based on assumption that the decisions made by the
humans deliberately and independently due to their consistent preferences, self-interests but the latest research
found that making decisions this way deteriorating. New researches derived the following that the humans:
Think automatically: means deciding on what comes first in mind effortlessly, which can be produced
astonishingly good outcome at very nominal cost of efforts.
Think sociologically: means that the humans guided by social norms and inclined to cooperate or follow to the
others and add their share. Societies can stick in identical behavior pattern that may not serve someone’s interests.
Think by creativity or mental models: that what they acquire and interpret it according to their understanding /
interpretation as drawn by the societies and histories.
It also shows that the behavior of humans leads towards new tools for interventions. By doing few changes in
decision-making context based upon social preferences, allow individuals to make the ways, which may provide
them to elevate their lives. It highlighted that the humans including policy makers, experts have psychological and
social inducement up on thinking. The highest education is that which does not merely give us information but
makes our lives with harmony with all existence. (Rabindranath Tagore an Indian poet born May 06, 1861 and
died August 07, 1941)
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It is discussed that from the experiences of the history, the Laws, Rules & Regulations have to be modified for the
advancement of the individuals and societies. Hence we are enjoying immense number of facilities including
notes or paper less money transactions globally introduced by the banking Industry. In this connection, I want to
mention a report published in “The Guardian” and “The big on the internet” with the title of “The Smart Card
Detective” that was published in December 2010 in which a genius graduate student of Cambridge Computer
science named Omar Choudhry in his M.Phil. (Thesis) revealed some flaws in the magnetic strip systems
(embedded microchip in debit or credit cards) which are now steeply proliferated globally. Thesis distinguished a
flaw in chip that allows criminals to use stolen cards and make transactions fraudulently by using any personal
identification number. In his (Thesis), he also provided suggestions for improvements of the systems. Ok that was
an achievement from Student point of view.
But in response the Cards Association of the UK Card Industry requested to the Cambridge to censor the work of
student because this type of disclosures (publically) breaching the fence of the ethical responsibility. Their basic
emphasis essentially was that to publish this type of research (publically) leads to exploit loophole by the
criminals and may accumulate multiple damaging effects not only to the businesses of the Card Association but
also the customers or high users of the product (Cards) means general public. Replying the University Authorities
Mr.Ross Anderson Professor of Security Engineering bluntly refused and defended to take down the work of the
student and drawn attention that he and his colleagues already discovered these flaws in October 2009 and in a
program of BBC February 2010. He said that the Banking Industry trying to take down student’s thesis even
though it is unlawful and already published previously. He further added that it will disgrace our University’s’
deepest core values. (Robert Quigley, Ian Sample, 2010).
Purpose behind discussing this case is to mention here that there are numbers of occasions when both the parties
have positive or you can say right up to their extent like Islamic and conventional banks and in this case (The
University and the Card Association). Nevertheless, because due to opposite positions of each other it is
debatable. For example, if that disclosure (flaws) from a student uses the criminals by using stolen or lost cards
and make, transactions fraudulently must have damage the reputation of the banks / cards associations and
ultimately the customers or public will be worse off. But on the other hand after debating between both the parties
upon this case have provided more leverage to the customers or public to be conscious in handling cards / cards
transactions and also provided an insight to the bankers and the cards association to prepare themselves and
further strengthens the system while making microchip magnetic strip system. This results ultimately proven
beneficial for the humanity like banking systems because given concept of sharing (profits / losses) provide
leverage to the financial activity through banks whichever the name is (Islamic or Conventional). I would like to
state here that in deed positive approach of both the systems (Islamic / conventional) have been proved because
the main goal is same that is to elevate and harmonizes the lives of the humans. But the idea of sharing profit and
loss or involvement of all the parties in the businesses will provide more confidence / support / satisfaction to all
the stakeholders.

Discussion and Conclusion
This is without any double barreled argument (means never ever two meanings) acceptable to all faiths that no
any religions favors doing wrong with any one or any other religion(s) with or without any consideration. Every
religion promulgates very clearly that right is right and wrong is wrong for everyone means right and wrong does
not affect by religions, casts, clans, colors, regions and favors doing right for everyone. So the goals of both the
banking systems are the same to develop and harmonize the societies as a whole without any discrimination.
However, experiences proved that the environment wherein the competitive markets are available for any trades
the benefits for the consumers would increase. And this is ultimately the main goal of every religion to provide
help, support to the peoples for their promotion that obviously entails the development of the societies. Therefore,
I extracted from this research and concluded that the basic themes of both the systems are to serve the humanity
for the development of the societies economically as a whole but, emerging new trends like sharing risks leads
and steering banking industry towards more stability / maturity. The concept of help, supports, to the needy and
discontinuation of fixed rate interest based financial systems by profit and loss sharing or risk sharing will
definitely provokes and harmonizes the overall businesses. In addition to this the freedom to invest in varied
businesses that will ultimately cause the betterment of individuals, vicinities, societies economically and proud to
be contributors in the businesses could make more than enough satisfaction to the investors through the banking
systems.
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Patronizing one or the other banking systems relates to the social and religious faith / behavior of the societies. It
is proved by all the previous researches that the increasing trends which inducing the customers / investors
towards Islamic banking systems are the regions where population of Muslims much higher. We can relate all
these with the concept of peaceful societies wherein everyone have the responsibility to take care of others for
which every religion emphasized. Nevertheless, in the Islamic doctrine along with the peace for everyone and take
care of everyone “The Tolerance” is fundamentally proven from the practical life of the last prophet
(MUHAMMAD S.A.W.W PEACE BE UPON HIM). If we create the societies wherein no one is above the law and
everyone has due respects without any discrimination of casts or clans (religiously or others) or without hurting
their dignity by social justice.
We could enable to reduce the elements of charging super normal interests / profits or fixed rates of interests /
profits (which is inevitable for the Banks to charge due to rationalizing the risks factors among the societies) &
by employing the resources (land, labor, raw materials, capital, funds) on the entire satisfaction of both (lenders
or investors and entrepreneurs or borrowers) with the concept of supporters / contributors in all economic
activities, the banking Industry will prospers with the ideology of sharing based partnerships and take their full
boom in all the societies. Therefore the debate about the banking systems (Islamic and Conventional) will
disappear automatically in the days to come. Because the default risks will be eliminated and utilization of pooled
funds would be very easy, everyone may do every task with their full justification, devotion, energy and
capability. Further the concept of ownerships / partnerships will provide leverage to the trades that will accelerate
the performance without hurting self-dignity of anyone.
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